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Law Enforcement Task Force Meeting 

Tuesday, February 21, 2017 

Department of Natural Resources Boardroom – Suite 1252 East Tower 

2 Martin Luther King, Jr., Drive SW, Atlanta, GA 30334 

 

Meeting Minutes 

 

ATTENDEES 

Task Force Member Present Absent Excused Comments 

Verda Colvin, Superior Court Judge  x   

Gerald Couch, Sheriff Hall County     

Eddie DeLoach, Mayor Savannah     

Sonja Fillingame, City Manager     

Bert Flewellen, Senior Policy Advisor DCS     

Tyler Harper, Senator  x   

George Hartwig, DA Houston County     

Vivadon Horton, Citizen Liaison     

Dan Kirk, Assistant Director GBI     

Michael Persley, Police Chief Albany     

Alan Powell, Representative  x   

Mitch Ralston, Sheriff Gordon County    Conference Call 

Pat Strode, CIT Program Administrator     

Ken Vance, POST Director,  

Co-Chairman 

    

Chris Wigginton, GPSTC Director,  

Co-Chairman 

    

Scott Woodell, GSP Training Director     

Others Attending     

Angie Bowen, GPSTC     

Meghan Fail, POST     

Cheryl Greathouse, GPSTC     

Frank Rotondo, GACP     

Sharla Shockley, GPSTC     

Bennie Horton, Guest     

Chris Matthews, Hall County SO, Guest     

Ray Saxon, GPSTC     

Chief Mark Kissel, Cherokee Co. Schools     

 

PURPOSE  

Governor Nathan Deal appointed the Law Enforcement Task Force to examine the Basic Law Enforcement 

Officer Training Course and establish competency-based standards for any course revisions deemed 

appropriate. 
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CALL TO ORDER       Co-Chairman Chris Wigginton 

The Task Force meeting was called to order at 10:00 a.m. 

OPENING REMARKS       Co-Chairman Chris Wigginton 

Good Morning, thank you all for being here.  I wanted to call your attention to the microphones in 

front of you.  When the green light is on the microphone is hot.  Please identify yourself if you are 

on the conference call.  Sheriff Mitch Ralston is on the phone. 

 

Approval of February 7, 2017 Minutes 

Motion to accept minutes - Scott Woodell 

2nd - Dan Kirk 

 

Presentations/Discussion 

              

Director Wigginton introduced Frank Rotondo, Georgia Association Chiefs of Police and 

Mark Kissel, Chief Cherokee Co. Schools. To present results of 17 question survey conducted 

between October and December 2016. Chief Kissel will go over the information you already 

received in an email attachment. 

 

Chief Kissel, wanted to present GACP's ideas and vision for training reform. Went over the findings  

of the survey. Took follow-up questions. 

 

Ms. Flasingame, asked about online training support and what topics would be amenable to online 

delivery.  

 

Mayor DeLoach, from Savannah asked about fair and partial policing.  

 

Frank Rotondo, asked Chief Kissel to review number of hours spent on specialized training 

nationwide. Question about disparity between support for online training vs. independent study.    

  

Director Wigginton, introduced Cheryl Greathouse (Instructional Services Division Director, 

GPSTC) to discuss her research on law enforcement mandate hours. 

 

Cheryl Greathouse, five states in US with closest population are NJ, VA, NC, MI, GA. Kentucky 

has the highest number of minimum hours in the southeast. Just 8 hours more than Mississippi.   

 

Ken Vance, said that Mississippi passed an additional 80 hours, putting them above us.   

 

Capt. Woodall, asked if we had done a curriculum comparison to distinguish what topics are taught. 

Number of hours is not as telling as curriculum. Cheryl said, that we had not gotten to that point, 

but the research is underway.  

  

Director Wigginton, introduced Ray Saxon (Basic Training Division Director, GPSTC) to discuss 

current Basic Curriculum.  408 hours, plus balance of 11th week for administrative duties, testing, 

etc. GPSTC took over basic mandate in late 90s early 2000s. Multiple academies teaching same 

curriculum, but getting a different product.  Established a set of standards for the basic training 

division to ensure uniformity, in addition to the POST regulations. Students must follow rules that 

are established by the division.  
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Failure rate statewide is about 26%, due to many things, some we have no control over. About 9% 

fail for something we can't control (arrest, injuries off-duty, rules violations, withdrawn by agency, 

etc.). Three strike rule for rules violations. Everyone is having trouble finding qualified applicants; 

then why are all the classes full? Are we dropping standards for hiring? "We need more time, not 

more topics." Have to lay a foundation before we can teach skills. Part of problem is our school 

system, some students have never had a civics class, don't know difference between Constitution 

and Declaration of Independence. Others have more hours, but he'll put us up against anybody else. 

Hours don't mean anything. Used Tennessee driving course (from 10 yrs ago) as an example of 

how Georgia does it better. Distributed a handout showing current courses and some proposals for 

expansion. Talked about difference between independent study and online. Choose independent 

study because it’s just knowledge-based topics, i.e., universal precautions. Tests independent study 

topics as an individual test, rather than looping that in with other topics. Online training becoming 

more interactive, for example Use of Force and De-escalation Options course. Want to teach 

officers to think independently and more critically. Wants to see more scenario-based training. 

Gave overview of new use of force lab. Gotta have facilities, staff, and funds to do more 

performance-based training.  POST curriculum is broken into 7 instructional areas. Ray Saxon, has 

broken it into 10 based on his suggestions. If current hours is zero, the topic isn't taught in basic 

mandate.  

 

Question from Bert Flewellen on handout, if current independent study and proposed is zero, will 

it remain independent study or become prerequisite?  

 

Ray Saxon, we can discuss, but independent study doesn't take long, just has to be done on students' 

own time. Bert Flewellen, JPS is proposed as zero, why? Ray Saxon, JPS will become judgmental 

policing, not everything requires shooting.  Want to teach officers to articulate why they make the 

decisions they make. JPS system will probably grow some. One proposal is Use of Force was just 

added as a stand-alone topic in 2013. UoF is not a skill, it’s a why. Would like to expand JPS 

and UoF to 24 hrs.  

 

Bert Flewellen, physical training going to 140, more personal development or a standard that has 

to be met for graduation? Every BTD academy is doing some form of PT. Have to take time out of 

the day to do that, most are before class. The standard is that they have to participate, not be able 

to meet a specific standard before graduation.   

 

Ms. Fillingame, zero hours for community policing? Ray Saxon-that has been incorporated into 

patrol and observation.  

 

Dan Kirk, in other places, do agencies make use of prerequisite training?  

 

Ray Saxon, most agencies in Georgia are 12 people or less, makes training difficult, may not even 

have a training officer or instructor.  

 

Dan Kirk, could make constitution or other classes required before anyone even enters academy, 

so at least the students have been exposed to those concepts, making instruction a little easier.  

 

Director Wigginton, gotta be careful not to create an unfunded mandate with prerequisites.   

  

Discussion about compensation and FSLA rules when mandating prerequisites.  Ray Saxon, FSLA 

rules don't apply to training.  

 

Scott Woodell, depends on what stipulations and requirements you place on students.  

 

Ray Saxon, physical training would become part of 8 hour day.  
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Sheriff Couch, we shouldn't be lowering standards. Hall County SO has a physical fitness standard 

and requires his people to be able to shoot an 85 at least twice in a row. Need to keep bar high, what 

are we putting on the street if we lower standards?  

  

Director Wigginton, we are only talking about minimum standard-that is the line the person crosses 

just before being fired.    

   

Pat Strode, looking at tactical skills, first aid/CPR, stress, survival mindset. Is stress going to be 

rolled into something else? We need to address suicide as well. Why not more on stress and self-

care? Ray Saxon, currently teaching stress as an officer survival issue. Officer-survival mindset 

taught on first day.   

  

Director Wigginton, asked task force members to come up with 5 areas they would like to see 

increased.   

  

Mayor DeLoach, is 628 hours enough? Why should locals be less qualified than State Patrol? 

Should legislature set a higher standard?  Are we doing what we should be doing to help improve 

community relations? How do we train the fear out of officers so that force is not their first choice?   

  

Chief Persley, the individual agency has to take responsibility for agency specific training. 

Academy has to evolve and stay current, but the agency must teach the community dynamics, and 

set the organizational culture. How can we make sure Georgia has a good solid building block? 

What about technical colleges that have academies? Need to consider a revision schedule.   

  

Ray Saxon, the best academy will be no good without a good FTO program to follow it up.  

  

Director Wigginton, CIT program transferred to Training Center July 1 hope to expand to have a 

state-wide reach. Mentioned a lot about adding to Basic. Director Wigginton thinks we need to 

cover mental health and de-escalation, but thinks CIT should remain a stand-alone program after 

the officer has some experience. About 55K officers out there without the training now. Experience 

and judgment are important. We need to expand mental health and de-escalation, but not water 

down to include into basic. If CIT moved to basic, we'll leave behind the 55K that don't have the 

training now.  

 

Frank Rotondo, asked why CIT can't be attacked on both fronts.  

 

Director Wigginton, CIT is copyrighted, so we can't break it down in Basic and call it CIT, it would 

have to be a stand-alone 40 hour CIT topic in Basic. Funding is part of it, but experience on the 

road and real-life experience of the officer is also a part of it. 

 

Frank Rotondo, hasn't been through the training, but has a counseling degree.   

 

Dan Kirk, original concept from CIT was developed for more experienced officer to form response 

teams.  

 

Pat Strode, part of the benefit of CIT training is getting to know the local stakeholders, which would 

be missed at the academy. Recommend at least an 8 hour block to reduce stigma of mental health.  

 

Frank Rotondo, some agencies don't have an FTO program, have we considered having cadets 

attend academy, then go to FTO program for a few weeks, and then return to academy?   
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Old/New Business 

              

Review of final certification test moved to next meeting.  

  

Review of Task Force rules and guidelines.  

Motion to adopt - Dan Kirk  

2nd - Sheriff Gerald Couch. 

  

Next meeting will be at DNR boardroom on March 27, 2017 at 10:00 a.m.  

Following meeting will be at POST Council, date and time TBD.  

  

Adjourned at 11:48. 

 


